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ON REPAIRS

SEEING
IS BELIEVING

Show your clients what it takes
to repair a watch, and you’ll close more
repair sales. / BY DAVID GELLER

THE VISION THING
What do you say to the little old lady who brings
in her eyeglasses and asks you to insert the
screw that holds the lens in because she can’t
see to do it herself? She knows that you won’t
charge her for the screw because she has the
screw in this tissue. When you unwrap it, you
find a mouse dropping.
ANSWER: Nothing.

You just find a new screw,
put it in and hand it back with a smile.

ed menk , e . l . menk jewelers , brainerd , mn

BRAINSTORM

POWERFUL PRIZES
The North American division of
HSBC, a London-based bank,
does a neat twist on its annual
awards contest — employees
are asked what they would like
to receive should they win. The
prize value is capped at $10,000,
and it cannot be redeemed as
cash. “You can imagine the impact these personalized prizes
have on HSBC employees,”
writes Marcus Buckingham in The
One Thing You Need To Know . “It’s one thing to be brought
up on stage and given yet another plaque. It’s another
when you receive a college tuition fund for your child, or
the Harley-Davidson motorcycle you’ve always dreamed of,
or—the prize everyone at the company still talks about—the
airline tickets to fly you and your family back to Mexico to
visit the grandmother you haven’t seen in 10 years.” Could
you offer a scaled-down version of such a prize?
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selling watch repairs is like
selling internal surgery — you can’t
show the customer what’s
going to occur inside. But if
you have some old watches, the following technique
will surely increase watch
repair sales, profits and
closing ratios.
First, buy six broken watches:
two mechanical wind, two selfwinding and two battery-operated.
Then, buy a large picture frame
and a piece of foam. Take apart the
watches and take off the bands.
Place on top of the foam one of the
mechanical watches with an open
back, and below it separate out all
of the parts of the matching watch.
Now viewers can see what the
completed watch looks like, as well
as all of its individual parts. Next to
this, do the same for the auto-wind
watches and the battery-operated
watches. Put a glass frame over the
entire display.
Now you have something to use
when training your staff, and the

staff can use it for watch intake and
presentations with customers.
Train your staff how to
show the customer what
potential problems can
occur and teach them
typically what breaks.
Train your employees
to know that if a customer
asks, “Why so much?” they can
show them that the watchmaker
has to examine 50-plus pieces just
to see what the problem is. He
must then clean all the parts and
put them back together again.
I’d suggest using the Geller Blue
Book just to give customers a range
of what the repair could cost. This
will make your staff feel and act
confident, and you’ll get higher
closing ratios for estimates. For
example, they might say: “This
could cost between $135 and $225
dollars; if it’s more than that, we’ll
call. Shall we proceed and give this
to the watchmaker?”
This alone will save the store
and watchmaker the grief of calling
and waiting for approvals on watch
repair estimates.
Now you’ve got a tried-and-true
method of closing full price watch
repairs — and all it took were some
broken watches and a few supplies
from the craft store.
david@jewelerprofit.com
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ON SALES

store floor awareness should
be our number one priority, but
it is one of the weakest areas for
many retailers. If you want awesome reviews, this is where it
all starts and this is everyone’s
responsibility. If you say, “This is
not my job,” then go find another
one because you shouldn’t be
here.
Always remember: clients will
forget what you say and they’ll
forget what you do, but they’ll
never forget how they were treated. Here’s how to make sure it’s an
unforgettable experience:
The sweet spot must
always be covered. If one
sales associate exits the sweet
spot, another should take her
place. If needed, put in an “up”
system to make sure this happens.
Nothing is worse than not having
a salesperson on the floor when
the client comes in. Treat your
store like your home: when someone comes to your front door,
that’s where you greet.

1

Everyone is acknowledged and greeted within
the first five seconds.
Never greet from behind a case;
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THE RULES
OF ENGAGEMENT
In 2018, make this list
of “absolutes” an integral part of your
sales process. / BY SHANE DECKER

this is a power position. Greet
from in front of the case.
All clients not
closed should
be team-sold or
turned over. Put the
right skill set and personality in front of the client.
Use your best salesperson to
help close sales. It’s a cardinal sin
to let a client leave empty-handed
when someone else can close.

3

Try for an add-on on
every ticket. This is one of
the weakest areas of salesmanship in our industry. Most
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Gather proper information for following up with
clients. Anniversaries,
birthdays, jewelry preferences
and so on. It shows clients how
important they are to you and
changes your personal selling volume and momentum.
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Walk every client to the
door when the sale is finished. Thank them for coming in and give them two business
cards (ask them to give one to a
friend).
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add-ons only take 30 seconds.
The first sale is closed and the
client is in a buying mood.
Use a lead-in line like
“this has a match” or
“this is part of a set.”
They’ll tell you when
they’re ready to stop.
Everyone is wowed.
Every client should be
shown a high-ticket item
before they leave. People love
playing with jewelry and they
never forget the extraordinary.
Wow with diamonds over a carat
and wow smart. It’s free advertising; it sends in referrals and
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plants seeds for later sales. And,
everybody from time to time buys
on impulse.

These seven absolutes can separate you from your competition
because even though they may
be reading this same column, few
have the tenacity and commitment to excellence to make these
things a consistent part of their
business. Hold sales meetings on
each one of these absolutes so you
can practice flawless execution
of the basics with correct procedures followed.
sdecker@ex-sell-ence.com

SALESTRUTH

SELLING IS
SHOW BUSINESS
The way you
remove a watch from the case,
for example, and hand it to the
customer sends a message to the
customer about the significant
value of that watch.

WHY IT IS TRUE:

PLAN OF ACTION: Placing the
watch on a glass countertop with
one hand sends a signal to the
customer that this watch is lower
value. Holding the watch carefully

LINETIME

with a Selvyt cloth and presenting
it with both hands to the customer
sends an entirely different message. Have your sales staff select
a watch and, with both hands and
a Selvyt cloth, hand it to someone
else. Remind them to keep their
attention focused on the piece
they are presenting; this will draw
their customer’s focus to the item.

“Good news! Your diamond fell
out here, not on the street.”
WHEN TO SAY IT? When a stone
falls out during a quick cleaning.

Said with a smile, it
stirs a wave of relief in the customer and they are usually happy
to give you the repair job.
WHY SAY IT?

laura stanley , laura stanley
personal jeweler , little rock , ar
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